Evidence for a single pedigree source of the hyperkalemic periodic paralysis susceptibility gene in quarter horses.
The pedigree origin of a base pair substitution in the horse muscle sodium channel gene that confers susceptibility to the muscle disease hyperkalemic periodic paralysis (HYPP) was investigated with a set of 978 Quarter Horses. The horses were chosen at random, based on a collection of blood samples taken between 1989 and 1991 to meet parentage testing requirements, primarily but not exclusively from breeding stallions. The frequency of Quarter Horses positive for the base pair substitution, all heterozygotes, was 4.4%, which corresponds to an allelic frequency of 0.02. All horses positive for the gene traced to a single previously identified stallion as first, second or third generation descendants. A higher frequency of the HYPP susceptibility trait than expected by random occurrence was found among his descendants in this study.